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Overview

The use of wireless technologies for industrial automation is becoming increasingly popular. This 
is partly due to the fact that wireless networking of remote system parts or mobile units is 
becoming more and more important, and that industrial wireless technologies have clearly proven 
their advantages and their reliability and have addressed any misconceptions over the past years.

This document refers specifically to the Trusted Wireless 2.0 technology and its application in 
the field of automation. The main focus will be on the description of the technological properties 
which are of particular interest for industrial applications. The relationships that exist between 
technology and practical application will be explained and delimitations to other wireless 
technologies will be shown.

First and foremost, this white paper addresses industrial users of factory or system automation 
as well as of the infrastructure. Moreover, it is also aimed at all readers who are interested in the 
technical concepts of industrial wireless data transmission.
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Wireless technologies in automation technology

Wireless technologies in automation technology

Year by year, more wireless technologies are used in automation technology. Users benefit from 
this as wireless solutions offer a higher degree of mobility and flexibility. Often, one reason for 
using a wireless system is the fact that this allows costs to be saved.

The automation industry mostly uses wireless technologies that can be used worldwide. Due to 
the national frequency regulation, only few frequency bands meet this requirement. The so-called 
ISM (Industrial Scientific Medical) bands can be used without a license, but only the 2.4 GHz ISM 
frequency band is available worldwide. This is why most wireless technologies in automation 
technology use tis band.

There is even more to this band than its worldwide availability and the fact that it can be used 
free of charge. With a bandwidth of 83 MHz, this frequency band enables the parallel operation 
of several wireless systems – even if different wireless technologies are used. Other bands, such 
as the 433 MHz band (bandwidth 1 MHz) or the 868 MHz band (EU only, bandwidth 2 MHz) offer 
a smaller bandwidth. Thus, there are fewer ways of a coexistence of several wireless systems in 
these lower-frequency bands. However, coexistence is one of the vital properties of wireless 
technologies as the number of wireless systems constantly increases while the available resources 
(wireless spectrum) are limited.

However, the conditions for the attenuation of electromagnetic waves are better in lower 
frequency ranges (Fig. (1)). Therefore, the ranges decrease the higher the frequency range used 
becomes. The free space attenuation depends logarithmically on the transmission frequency. This 
means that if the transmission frequency is halved (e.g. from 868 MHz to 433 MHz), the free 
space attenuation is reduced by 6 dB for the same distance.

With a free space attenuation that is decreased by 6 dB you can achieve double the range – with 
the transmission power staying the same. This way it is physically possible to overcome longer 
ranges with lower frequencies.
In the following, the description of the Trusted Wireless 2.0 technology will refer to well-known 
wireless technologies of the consumer and IT sector. As nowadays Bluetooth and WLAN are also 
used in an industrial environment, we would like to especially outline the differences against these 
technologies. There is also a wireless technology – WirelessHART – which has been developed 
especially for the process industry. This technology will also be described and compared to the 
others.
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Fig. (1): 
The free space attenuation increases in proportion to the frequency
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Areas of application for Trusted Wireless 2.0

Trusted Wireless 2.0 is a wireless technology which has been developed especially for the 
industrial use. It is particularly suitable for the transmission of sensor/actuator information 
without a cable infrastructure or for the transmission of small or medium data amounts – even 
over large distances from a few hundred meters to several kilometers.

The main features of Trusted Wireless 2.0 are

•	Rugged communication thanks to FHSS
•	Automatic and manual coexistence mechanisms
•	Secure communication thanks to 128 bit AES encryption and authentication
•	Long range thanks to high receiver sensitivity and variable data transmission rates
•	Flexible networks with automatic connection management
•	Distributed network maintenance makes things easier and faster
•	Extensive diagnostic properties
•	Adaptable to the desired application

These properties will be explained in the following.

Rugged communication thanks to FHSS

Every user wants to use a reliable and rugged communication connection for his/her application. 
The terms “reliable” and “rugged”, however, are perceived rather subjectively. Characteristics 
such a reliability, latency, determinism, data throughput etc. play – depending on the application – 
an important role for the user. Generally, this is called “reliable”.

However, it is important to know and be able to classify the real application requirements.

The available wireless technologies have different key aspects and performances and have to be 
selected according to the application requirements.

It is also vital to know which factors impede the “reliability” of a wireless path and how the 
different wireless technologies deal with these problems.

There are two major factors that can influence a wireless connection: Firstly, the disturbance of 
the wireless signal by other electromagnetic waves, triggered by other wireless systems or 
unwanted emissions of other electric devices (EMC disturbances); secondly, “fading”, which is 
caused by the free space attenuation and especially by reflections.
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Disturbance of the wireless signal by other wireless systems or 
electromagnetic interference (EMI)

In the 2.4 GHz band, wireless systems benefit from the fact that EMC disturbances caused by 
general industrial applications do not reach this high frequency range. Frequency converters, 
ballasts and other EMC-producing devices, which usually are a problem, do not disturb the GHz 
band. Their energy transmissions play a role for frequencies in the kHz and MHz area.

Usually, other wireless systems are the cause for disturbances of these wireless systems. There 
are two completely different approaches to deal with this problem: the Direct Sequence Spread 
Spectrum (DSSS) and the Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS).
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Fig. (2b):
Two ways of dealing with disturbances of the wireless signal
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Two ways of dealing with disturbances of the wireless signal
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With the DSSS, the useful signal to be transmitted passes through a spreading code generator, 
which transforms the narrow-band interference signal with high amplitude into a wide-band signal 
with lower amplitude (see Fig. (2a)). Together with the useful signal, the incoming narrow band 
interference signal with high amplitude passes the same spreading code generator in the receiver. 
This way, the wide-band useful signal with low amplitude is converted again into a narrow band 
signal with a high amplitude and simultaneously, the interference signal is transformed into a 
wideband noise. One benefit of this procedure is the possible transmission with a very high data 
rate. The disadvantage is the fixed transmission frequency as well as the fact that this procedure 
is only useful up to a certain interference signal level. If this level is exceeded, the receiver cannot 
make a distinction between the useful signal and the interference signal.

With the FHSS, many different individual frequencies are hopped through in a pseudo-random 
pattern. This way, an interference signal only blocks one or a few neighbored individual 
frequencies – no matter how high the level. The transmission can be implemented without 
interferences using the remaining frequencies. 

If disturbances become worse, only the data throughput is reduced in the FHSS system. In the 
DSSS system, however, transmission might be blocked completely.

In the 2.4 GHz band, Trusted Wireless 2.0 uses a Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) 
with up to 440 possible individual frequencies, with the devices using a selection of up to 127 
channels. The number of frequWirencies used within the pseudo-random hopping pattern 
depends on further settings and mechanisms such as the exclusion of certain frequency ranges 
(black-listing) for the coexistence management, or the use of several frequency groups (RF bands) 
to optimize the parallel operation.
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Disturbance of the wireless signal caused by fading

Fading means that the signal is weakened due to different external influences. The main factors 
are reflections occurring during the propagation of the radio wave. The signal travels from the 
transmitter to the receiver on many different paths via these reflections (multipath fading). The 
time the signals need for this vary as, depending on the reflection path, the distances the signals 
have to travel, vary. This means that the signal reaches the receiver in a different phase relation. 
Therefore, many different individual signals are superposed in different phase relations at all 
times.

This can result in a weakening (destructive interference) or amplification (constructive 
interference) of the signal (see Fig. (3)), dependent upon the constellation of the phase relations 
at the receiver.

Important: If the transmission frequency – and thus the wavelength – changes under constant 
ambient conditions (reflection situation), the reflection signals and the situation of the 
superposed signals at the receiver change, too. Therefore a particularly unfavorable constellation 
might occur on a frequency f1 of a wireless system, so that the receiver receives an extremely 
weak or insufficient signal. Under the same ambient conditions, however, an amplification of the 
signal might occur on another frequency. This is a considerable advantage of a frequency hopping 
system, which constantly changes the transmission frequency and therefore automatically 
prevents this physical problem.

The Trusted Wireless 2.0 technology uses many individual transmission frequencies within the 83 
MHz broad 2.4 GHz ISM band. The pseudo-random hopping pattern guarantees a minimum 
distance of 17 MHz between two consecutive frequencies. Often, this minimum distance is even 
closer to 34 MHz. Thus, the wavelength change is so big that the signal can be significantly 
improved and a reliable transmission is possible on that particular channel. In other words: if – 
depending on the multipath fading – the transmission is not possible on one frequency, the signal 
on the next frequency is strong enough for easy reception.

Fig. (3):
Weakening of the signal on f1 and amplification of the signal on f2
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Automatic and manual coexistence mechanisms

Due to the heavily increasing use of the 2.4 GHz band, mechanisms to ensure the coexistence of 
several wireless systems become more and more important. This is also demonstrated by the 
fact that the EN 300328 v1.8.1 standard has just been revised. This standard defines the major 
requirements for wireless systems in the 2.4 GHz band with a transmission power of more than 
10 mW to meet the R&TTE directive (R&TTE 1999/5/EC) according to Article 3 (2).

In Version v1.8.1 of the EN 300328 standard, the media access mechanisms have been re-
examined, i.e. the requirements a wireless system has to meet before it can access the medium, 
or, in other words, before it is allowed to transmit.

In the future, the wireless systems have to check if there are other users using the system and, if 
necessary, they must not transmit or resort to another frequency range.

One possible mechanism is the listen-before-talk procedure (LBT). With LBT, the strength of 
incoming receiver signals is measured first – the RSSI (Receive Signal Strength Indicator) is 
determined. Independent of the wireless technology used, this indicator shows if another 
wireless system is already accessing the medium. Depending on the strengths of the RSSI signal 
you can then decide if you can use the medium.

The new standard defines specific requirements about when and for how long the medium is to 
be checked and from which RSSI value on it is allowed or not allowed to transmit.

Such mechanisms are not yet included in all wireless technologies available on the market at the 
moment. Neither do all available wireless technologies meet the requirements of the EN 300328 
v.1.8.1 standard. Trusted Wireless 2.0 does correspond to the mechanisms defined in the latest 
version. Although there will probably be a transition period of three years until the old standard 
is no longer valid, Trusted Wireless 2.0 already offers investment security.

For many automation applications, it is already today quite normal to plan the wireless systems 
used in the automation system. This means that of course different wireless products and 
therefore also different wireless technologies are used for different applications. To offer these 
products the best possible access to the medium and to keep the mutual influence as low as 
possible, the 83 MHz wide wireless spectrum should be planned accordingly.

A WLAN channel according to IEEE 802.11b uses, e.g., a 20 MHz bandwidth. If several WLAN 
systems are required in a system, different WLAN channels should be used. WLAN channels are 
cascaded. Therefore, channels that do not cascade should be chosen for systems that are very 
close to one another, e.g. channels 1, 6 and 13. If a Bluetooth or Trusted Wireless system is used, 

Fig. (4):
Spectrum of the active frequency hopping system and the three free WLAN channels
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too, the frequency ranges of the WLAN system should be hidden (blacklisted). 

In Fig. (4) you can see the spectrum of the active frequency hopping system (e.g., Bluetooth) and 
the three free WLAN channels.

It does become increasingly important that the frequency band use for the different systems is 
well planned and the technology allows the blacklisting of frequency ranges.

Trusted Wireless 2.0 is able to blacklist frequency ranges and therefore allows planning the 
coexistence with other systems. For this, frequency hopping patterns are recalculated according 
to the blacklisted areas.

With Trusted Wireless 2.0, several aspects are taken into account during the creation of the 
frequency hopping patterns. Firstly, above-mentioned consideration of the blacklisted areas. 
Secondly, above-mentioned minimum hopping distance to reach the biggest possible changes of 
frequencies and wavelengths to compensate for multipath fading.

The third aspect is the grouping of frequencies in RF bands. An RF band is a group of frequencies 
compiled of individual frequencies of the entire 2.4 GHz band. Different RF bands use completely 
different frequencies. If two wireless networks are operated using two different RF bands in a 
spatial environment, these two networks will never collide.

In the 2.4 GHz band, Trusted Wireless 2.0 has 8 different RF bands.

Secure communication thanks to encryption and authentication

Security plays an important role in the wireless transmission technology. As information is 
transmitted through the unprotected air, security strategies have to prevent the unauthorized 
access.

The communication interface of the widely used wireless technologies Bluetooth and 
WirelessLAN can be accessed by anybody, which means that, in general, every available wireless 
Bluetooth or WLAN product allows a connection with the industrially used network. The risk 
potential is especially high with the WLAN interface, as it is commonly used in the computer 
environment and attractive for hacker activities.

Thanks to its closed technology, an industrial wireless path with Trusted Wireless 2.0 is, in 
principle, much better protected against possible attacks. Moreover, the frequency hopping 
method makes spying on the protocol much harder.

Additionally, Trusted Wireless 2.0 hast two real security mechanisms: the encryption of all 
transmitted information according to the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) as well as an 
authentication of the data in accordance with RFC3610.

The encryption according to AES makes sure that theoretically captured data packets are not 
“understood”, i.e. the content cannot be interpreted. The 128 bit key is generated from a 
designated password (Pre-Shared-Key) and must be recognized by all network devices. 

The authentication of transmitted data packets is as least as important as the encryption. The 
simplest method to attack a wireless path is to listen into a message and possibly to change it and 
feed it back. Therefore it has to be guaranteed that the source of the message, the transmitter, is 
an authenticated transmitter. For this, the messages have a continuous code, which must not be 
repeated. The code for Trusted Wireless 2.0 was chosen in such a way that an attacker would 
have to wait more than 1000 years before the code is repeated.
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Higher receiver sensitivity and adjustable data rates for 
increased range

For industrial wireless applications, the range 
plays a vital role, especially for outdoor 
applications. However, also in systems where 
no long ranges have to be overcome, a good 
receiver sensitivity offers a high system reserve 
for transmission in harsh conditions, e.g. with 
NLOS (non-line-of-sight).

Essentially, the receiver sensitivity depends on 
the quality of the switching circuits and the 
transmission speed.

Trusted Wireless 2.0 uses high-quality 
components for the transmission and reception 
levels and reaches a good sensitivity due to an 
additional preamplification.

 

Even better, though, is the increased sensitivity 
due to variable data rates. If a low data rate is 
used on the air transmission path, each 
individual information (every bit) is transmitted with the transmission power P for a longer time. 
Therefore,	the	energy	per	bit	[EBit	=	P	•	tBit]	is	four	times	as	low	when	the	data	rate	is	four	
times as high (see Fig. (5)).

f=500kHz

Fig. (5): 
High-quality components for good receiver sensitivity
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Fig. (6):
The lower the data rate, the higher the energy per bit
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A higher energy per bit results in a higher system gain. This shows in the increased receiver 
sensitivity. A four times lower data rate results in a system gain of about 6 dBm. As the range of a 
system doubles each 6 dB, the range of a 125 kHz system is then about twice as long as that of a 
500 kHz system.

Trusted Wireless 2.0 offers different, adjustable data rates. Depending on the application 
requirements, this way the range can be maximized and is therefore many times longer than the 
ranges of common Bluetooth and WLAN systems.

In 2.4 GHz, the Trusted Wireless 2.0 technology offers the following receiver sensitivities:

 

In order to determine the clearance that has to be overcome, the transmission power has to be 
added to the receiver sensitivity. To determine the link budget, the cable attenuations of the 
antenna installation and sometimes the antenna gain have to be considered, too.

A secure wireless connection should also always be operated with a system reserve of 10-15 dB.

With the Trusted Wireless 2.0 technology, transmission within the kilometer range is possible – 
in the event of line of sight and depending on the data rate and antenna installation used.

Table 1:
Receiver sensitivity
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Fig. (6):
Free space attenuation to be overcome in relation to the distance

OTA data rate  
in kbps

typ. receiver sensitivity 
in dBM

typ. link budget
in dBm

distance that can be overcome with 
LOS* and a system reserve of 12 dB

 500  - 90 - 109  800 m

 250  - 93 - 112 1000 m

 125  - 96 - 115 1500 m

 64  - 100 - 119 2300 m

 16  - 106 - 125 5000 m

* LOS = line of sight and observing the Fresnel zone
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Flexible networks with automatic connection management

Security plays an important role in the wireless transmission technology. As information is 
transmitted through the unprotected air, security strategies have to prevent the unauthorized 
access.

As already mentioned, there are special requirements for the reliability of wireless networks in 
an industrial environment. The right network structure can considerably improve this reliability.

Bluetooth uses only point-to-point connections and a master can manage up to seven of them 
simultaneously. This way, up to seven Bluetooth slaves can be operated with one Bluetooth 
master.

A WLAN access point works in a star structure with a reasonable number of less than 20 clients.

Neither technology does support repeater functions. The expansions of these networks are 
therefore smaller and there is no possibility to use alternative wireless connections.

Trusted Wireless 2.0 has repeater functions and the network is able to heal itself after a 
connection abort (self-healing network), i.e. build up/fi nd an alternative connection path.

This self-healing is implemented automatically within almost no time (within milliseconds or 
seconds, depending on the data rate).

As, due to these multiple communication paths, small meshes form between the nodes in the 
network, this kind of wireless network is also called mesh network.

A Trusted Wireless 2.0 wireless network can therefore be operated in all network formations 
(see Fig. (7)).

Due to the high receiver sensitivity of Trusted Wireless 2.0, sometimes a node does not connect 
to the nearest node, but to another one, which is farther away. This is why Trusted Wireless 2.0 
off ers the possibility to do a parent-black-listing. With this method, nodes are specifi cally 
excluded from acting as possible repeaters. For every node, other nodes can be “forbidden” 
(parent-black-listing) or “allowed” (parent-white-listing) as repeaters. By default, all repeaters are 
permitted as possible nodes.

This functionality enables network optimization and network structures (e.g. a chain) can be built 
up, if desired.

Fig. (7):
Network structures

Star self healing Tree, or MeshPoint to Point
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This functionality enables network optimization and network structures (e.g. a chain) can be built 
up, if desired.

In Fig. (8), nodes 1, 2 or 3 might be good connections for node 5. Nodes 4, 6 and 9, though, are 
no good repeaters and can be excluded via parent-black-listing.

Fig. (8):
Parent-black-listing for node 5 should contain nodes 4, 6 and 9
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Distributed network maintenance – faster and easier

Internal communication between the individual wireless nodes is necessary to operate a wireless 
network - independent of the data volume to be transmitted. In this context, the process for 
adding a new node to the network (joining) as well as the cyclic management of already existing 
nodes play an important role.

Wireless networks such as Zigbee or WirelessHART follow a central approach and use a central 
control function called “manager”. This means that all network management messages are 
initiated in the manager and have to be transported through the network to the target nodes. 
The answers travel the entire way, too. This concept causes signifi cantly high message traffi  c. 

Trusted Wireless 2.0, however, uses a patented, distributed approach. Here, the entire network 
management is implemented within the parent-child zone. This means that a parent takes care of 
its children and, if necessary, also integrates new nodes into its zone. This information does not 
have to be transmitted all the way to the central manager and back, which reduces the message 
traffi  c in the network and considerably accelerates the entire process.

This has a positive eff ect on the network formation speed. If in a centrally managed network, the 
power supply for the manager fails and it therefore loses the information on the relation of the 
nodes, a reformation takes a long time. (With WirelessHART this can take a couple of minutes, 
depending on the number of nodes.)

With Trusted Wireless 2.0, though, these processes can run in parallel in the individual branches 
of the network tree (see Fig. (9), P/C zone 2.1 and 2.2) because they take place within the parent-
child zone. This considerably accelerates the reformation of the wireless network.
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Fig. (9):
Distributed network management in the parent-child zone (P/C zone)
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Extensive diagnostic properties

The operation of an industrial wireless network differs substantially from home applications. The 
consequences of non-availability are far more critical than in the private sector. This is one of the 
reasons why users want to have more information on the state of their wireless network. 
Therefore, diagnostics is vital.
Trusted Wireless 2.0 offers a wide range of diagnostic information. For example, a nodes table 
and a channel table are stored in each node.
The node table contains information on the directly connected nodes, their properties (master, 
repeater, slave) their connection quality (RSSI signal), the network depth and the list of permitted 
or prohibited parents.
The channel table contains information on the radio frequencies used, for example, on the noise 
level (current and maximum), the channel blocking rate and the packet error rate.
All diagnostic information can be queried remotely and give the user an exact overview of the 
network and it environment. This also allows for targeted optimization measures.

Adjustable to the desired application

Trusted Wireless 2.0 is a wireless technology developed especially for industrial use. It is based 
on the requirements of industrial infrastructure applications and closes the gap between specific 
sensor networks such as WirelessHART and the high-speed technology WirelessLAN.

Trusted Wireless 2.0 is characterized by its particularly good adaptability to the desired industrial 
application and offers a high degree of reliability, ruggedness, security and flexibility.

Fig. (10) shows a comparison of Trusted Wireless 2.0 and other wireless technologies in the 2.4 
GHz band.
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Fig. (10):
Comparison of different wireless technologies
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Glossary

AES Advanced Encryption Standard

DSSS  Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

EMC Electromagnetic compatibility

FHSS  Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

ISM band Industrial Scientific Medical band

LBT Listen Before Talk

LOS Line of sight

NLOS Non-line-of-sight

OTA Over-the-Air

P/C zone Parent-Child zone

R & TTE Radio and Telecommunications Terminal Equipment

RF band Radio frequency band

RFC Request for Comments 
Standardizantion document from the Internet research and development group, e.g.,  
for the definition of protocols or services 

RSSI Receive Signal Strength Indicator

WLAN  Wireless Local Area Network
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Phoenix Contact is a worldwide market leader for components, systems and solutions in 
the fi elds of electrical engineering, electronics and automation. The extensive worldwide 
manufacturing capability enables not only screws, plastic, and metal parts to be produced, 
but also highly-automated assembly machines. The product range consists of components 
and system solutions for power supply including wind and solar energy, device and machine 
building, as well as control cabinet manufacturing. A wide range of modular and special ter-
minal blocks, PCB terminal blocks and connectors, cable connection technology and instal-
lation accessories off ers innovative components. Electronic interfaces and power supplies, 
automation systems on the basis of Ethernet and wireless, safety solutions for humans, ma-
chines and data, surge protection systems as well as software programs and tools provide 
comprehensive systems for installers and operators of systems as well as device manufactu-
rers. Markets within the automotive industry, renewable energy, and infrastructure, are 
supported by means of consistent solution concepts, ranging from engineering and mainte-
nance to training services, in line with specifi c needs. In the development facilities at sites in 
Germany, China, and the USA, product innovations and specifi c solutions for individual cus-
tomer requirements are created.

Numerous patents emphasize the fact that many developments from Phoenix Contact are 
unique. Working closely with universities and scientifi c research, technologies of the future 
such as e-mobility and environmental technologies are researched and transformed into 
marketable products, systems, and solutions.


